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A Change in Climate? How
State Regulators Are Making
Decisions in Response to
Global Warming
While the federal government has been slow to respond to
the challenges of global warming, states have stepped up to
take actions aimed at mitigating anthropogenic climate
change. A statistical analysis suggests that states with a
statutory obligation to consider environmental matters
showed a statistically significant average slower increase
in the amount of carbon dioxide emitted than those
without such an obligation.
John A. Sautter and Christina Switzer
I. Introduction
In October 2007 the Kansas

State Department of Health and

the Environment denied an air

quality permit to Sunflower

Electric Power for the creation of

two new 700-MW coal-fired

generation plants in Southwest

Kansas.1 This decision is a high-

water mark in state action on

climate change. In part, the

Kansas permit rejection was
evier Inc. All rights reserved., doi:/10.1016/j.
possible because of the landmark

April 2007 Supreme Court

decision Massachusetts v. EPA. In

that case, the Court declared that

the ‘‘[Environmental Protection

Agency] has statutory authority

to regulate the emission of

[greenhouse] gases . . ..’’2 While

the Court remanded the decision

to the EPA, there is little doubt

that the EPA will now regulate

carbon emissions from point

source pollution in the future.3
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State laws
obligating public
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to consider
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may be affecting carbon
dioxide emissions.
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U tilities around the country

are beginning to re-think

investments in new coal-fired

power plants because of the

uncertainty of when and how

greenhouse gases will be

regulated. During the last

year, utilities in states ranging

from Texas to Florida withdrew

their applications for a combined

total of 16 planned coal-fired

power plants.4 Although there are

several reasons for the

withdrawals, one recurring

element is that the pricetag on

new plants includes a much

higher permitting cost. These

‘‘permitting costs’’ include

compliance costs, legal costs, and

actual capital investments.

Indeed, some estimates place the

average increase during the last

decade in the cost of permitting a

new coal-fired power plant at

over $1,600 per kW of generation

capacity.5 The Kansas decision

underscores how the ‘‘new’’

costs of permitting in the

construction of coal-fired plants

makes it more difficult to obtain

permits.6 It is unlikely that the

state agency’s denial will be

upheld in court; however,

Sunflower Electric will still need

to expend time, money, and

resources fighting the decision.

Thus, if a permit is eventually

granted, the total price of the two

generation units will increase

from the already hefty $3.6 billion

price.

W hile the Kansas decision

was unique in that it

denied an air permit based on

carbon dioxide emissions, many

states have other less obvious
n./Feb. 2008, Vol. 21, Issue 11040-6190/$–se
approaches to curbing

greenhouse gas emissions. This

article investigates the manner in

which state public service boards

may be treating carbon dioxide as

a harmful externality under a

statutory obligation to protect the

environment.7 Evidence

presented here suggests that state

laws obligating public service

boards to consider environmental

matters may be affecting carbon

dioxide emissions. In short, public
service boards with an

environmental obligation may

have taken actions that

internalized the costs of CO2

emissions as compared to those

states that did not have such an

obligation. If past state mandates

aimed generally at the

environment have been useful in

reducing CO2 emissions, it

indicates that future laws and

policies aimed at stopping global

warming have a significant

chance of being effective and

should be considered on the state

level. Indeed, the Kansas decision

may be more of an indication of

change in the political climate

than actual policy for some states.
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II. Public Service Board
Obligations and the
Environment
Global climate change poses an

enormous economic and

environmental challenge for the

United States. However, the

federal government has been slow

to respond to this threat.8 In

contrast, many states are working

to promote clean, low-carbon-

emitting energy sources with the

explicit goal of limiting the

impacts of climate change.9 A

recent example of the divergence

between state and federal

responses to climate change is the

EPA’s denial in December of a

request by California and 16 other

states for permission to set state-

wide standards for CO2 emissions

from automobiles.10 EPA

administrator Stephen L. Johnson

explained that climate change

requires a national response and

that the recently signed energy

bill fills that need.11 There are

stark differences, however,

between California’s regulations

and the new energy bill. Most

notably, the new energy bill does

not address CO2 emissions,

instead focusing solely on fuel

economy standards.12 In contrast,

California’s regulations are more

comprehensive, requiring a 30

percent reduction in greenhouse

gas emissions by 2016.13

California is not the only state

taking steps to curb greenhouse

gases by developing laws that

directly pursue reductions in CO2

emissions. One of the most far-

reaching programs has been the

Regional Greenhouse Gas
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Vermont became
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in energy
efficiency by

establishing the
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utility in 1999.
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Initiative (RGGI).14 RGGI is a

commitment that several

Northeastern states have made to

curb greenhouse gas emissions on

a regional level.15 For example,

Vermont’s commitment to RGGI

obligates it to reduce greenhouse

gas emissions by 10 percent at the

close of 2018.16

F ar before any state passed a

more focused law aimed at

CO2 reduction, some states

included a general obligation for

the public service board (PSB) to

consider environmental matters

when issuing a regulatory

ruling.17 In each state, a PSB acts

as a quasi-judicial regulatory

body that oversees all aspects of

utility operations, including siting

matters, rate-making and general

compliance with state law.18

Sixteen PSBs have statutes either

granting authority, or an

obligation, to consider

environmental matters.19

Statutory environmental

obligations for state PSBs take

various forms. For example, the

Connecticut Public Utility

Environmental Standards Act

ranks environmental matters as

an important part of the state’s

regulatory mandate.20 The law

states that the purpose of the

Connecticut PSB is ‘‘to provide for

the balancing of the need for

adequate and reliable public

utility services at the lowest

reasonable cost to consumers with

the need to protect the

environment and ecology of the

state.’’21 Furthermore, Maryland

law defines the state’s Public

Service Commission’s role in

regulating public service
1040-6190/$–see front matter # 2008 Els
companies as having to ‘‘consider

the public safety, the economy of

the state, the conservation of natural

resources and the preservation of

environmental quality.’’22 Vermont

is another example. In defining a

state’s PSB obligation, Vermont

law lists environmental costs

before even economic ones.23

Vermont defines its PSB utility

policy as attempting to meet ‘‘the

public’s need for energy services,

after safety concerns are
addressed, at the lowest present

value life cycle cost, including

environmental and economic costs,

through a strategy combining

investments and expenditures on

energy supply, transmission and

distribution capacity,

transmission and distribution

efficiency, and comprehensive

energy efficiency programs.’’24

T here are many ways that an

environmentally conscious

PSB could take steps to limit the

amount of CO2 that a state’s

electric industry emits into the

atmosphere. Because a PSB has

nearly universal control over the

regulatory structure of a state,

PSBs can mandate energy
evier Inc. All rights reserved., doi:/10.1016/j.
efficiency, the use of low-CO2-

emitting fuels or the use of

renewable energy, all of which are

currently more expensive than

coal.25 For example, Vermont is a

state that raised electricity prices

in a way that effectively lowered

CO2 emissions. Vermont became

a national leader in energy

efficiency by establishing the first-

ever efficiency utility in 1999.26

Efficiency Vermont took over

individual utility efficiency

programs and established one

corporation focused on state-wide

energy efficiency goals.27 Thus

far, Efficiency Vermont states that

it has saved Vermont 207 million

kWh from 2000–06.28
III. State Differences: An
Analysis
Do states with a public service

board that have a statutory

obligation to consider

environmental matters (which we

will call ‘‘Enviro States’’) make

decisions differently regarding

greenhouse gas emissions versus

those states with no such

statutory obligation (Non-Enviro

States)? In order to test this

hypothesis, data was gathered

from the Energy Information

Administration regarding annual

CO2 emissions from each state.29

The data reflects only the percent

change in CO2 – either increase or

decrease – from one year to the

next. The data used includes only

those emissions deriving from

power generation facilities.

A standard difference of means

test was used to estimate whether
tej.2007.12.008 The Electricity Journal
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Figure 1: Difference of Means Test. States with Public Service Board Statutory Obligation
to Consider Environmental Matters vs. States with No Obligation. States with No Obligation,
N = 35. States with Obligation, N = 16. t = 1.976, p < 0.05
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there was a significant difference

between Enviro and Non-Enviro

States in regard to the amount of

CO2 they release annually. As

Figure 1 shows below, there is a

significant difference in the

annual percent change in CO2

emissions from each state.

Between 2002 and 2005, the mean

annual percentage change for

Non-Enviro States increased at

5.45 percent. However, Enviro

States only increased their CO2

emissions at a mean annual rate of

0.74 percent. The relationship is

significant at the p < .05 level.

This indicates that from 2002–05,

Non-Enviro States increased their

CO2 emissions at a rate seven

times higher than Enviro States.
IV. Emissions and
Externalities
Figure 2: Predicted Expansion Path for States Internalizing Carbon Dioxide Emissions:
Price of Electricity for Consumers Should Decrease or Stay Constant as CO2 Emissions
Increase
The significant difference in

carbon emissions between Enviro

States and Non-Enviro States
n./Feb. 2008, Vol. 21, Issue 11040-6190/$–se
suggests that Enviro States have

begun to internalize the

environmental costs of electricity

production. CO2 is a classic case

of an externality.30 The electric

industry emits CO2 as a by-

product of burning fossil fuels,

such as coal, natural gas, or oil, at

power plants to produce

electricity. Aside from the

dangers of global warming, CO2

emitted from power plants poses

only mild consequences to the

environment or public health.

Therefore, in the past it has been

very easy for power generators
e front matter # 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights
(and PSBs) to continually ignore

the amount of CO2 emitted into

the atmosphere. What is more, the

cost of creating energy from a

non-fossil-fuel source has

historically, and presently still is,

much higher.31 Thus, there has

been a financial incentive to

continually externalize the costs

of emitting CO2 instead of

internalizing costs. Indeed,

advanced carbon capture

technology that cleans coal

emissions of CO2 will likely

increase the price of electricity

from coal, from 60 to 70 percent.32

At the core of the recent Kansas

Department of Health and

Environment decision was that

the costs of allowing another

environmental externality to go

unchecked were too high.33

H ere, we take a moment to

consider one of the

possible price effects of

‘‘internalizing’’ CO2 costs.

Figure 2 displays the predicted

expansion path of those states that

externalize CO2 emissions. For

these states, as CO2 emissions

increase, the net cost to the

consumer decreases. Because

these states do not take measures

to mitigate CO2 emissions,
reserved., doi:/10.1016/j.tej.2007.12.008 41
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increases in electricity price are

inversely related to increases in

their CO2 output. For example,

consider the decision to install a

coal-burning power plant.

Electricity generated from coal

requires low fuel costs compared

to other alternatives like natural

gas. This low-cost source of

energy substantially increases

CO2 emissions. However, it

would also decrease electricity

prices over time in relation to

other states that had opted to

build a more expensive natural-

gas-fired (low-carbon-emitting)

power plant. The absence of a

state mandate to consider

environmental matters when

planning electricity generation

means that these states must

choose between higher CO2

emissions or higher electricity

prices.

Figure 3 predicts the

relationship between CO2

emissions and electricity prices if

states are ‘‘internalizing’’ costs, or

adding those costs to the price

charged to consumers. Notice in

Figure 3 that as electricity prices

increase, so too do CO2 emissions.

Essentially, states with an

obligation to consider the
Figure 3: Predicted Expansion Path for State
Price of Electricity for Consumers Should Incr
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environment can curb emissions

by compelling utilities to take

actions that reduce CO2. PSBs do

this by rendering rulings on rate-

making orders or by adjudicating

matters before the board that

result in lower CO2 emissions.

However, these actions do not

come without a cost. For example,

if a utility installed more

expensive wind generation

in place of a less expensive

coal-fired plant, the increased

costs would be passed on to

consumers of electricity through

higher prices.

T he point is that the energy

world is shifting to a legal

and regulatory regime that

implicitly internalizes the costs of

CO2 emissions. As time goes

forward, the correlation between

CO2 emissions and electricity

costs is likely going to strengthen.

Though the U.S. has no federal

cap-and-trade carbon system, no

carbon tax scheme, nor an

international agreement to limit

CO2 emissions, it would seem that

state governments are cobbling

together their own response to

climate change. The combination

of a long term planning horizon

that potentially extends from 10 to
s Externalizing Carbon Dioxide Emissions:
ease in Tandem with CO2 Emissions

evier Inc. All rights reserved., doi:/10.1016/j.
15 years combined with the

capital-intensive nature of energy

investments means that utilities

must take into account these

larger social and political trends

when considering their next

generation source.
V. Conclusion
Unfortunately, utilities must

now begin reconciling the old

way of doing things with the new

reality that externalization of CO2

may be politically untenable and

legally difficult to continue.

Instead of waiting for Congress to

develop and implement a nation-

wide regulatory scheme aimed at

reducing greenhouse gas

emissions, states have begun the

process of internalizing the

environmental costs of CO2

emitted during electricity

production. This article

demonstrates that one approach

states have taken is to require

public service boards to consider

the environmental impact of their

decisions. However, we also

submit the broader view that

states have shifted to a new way

of thinking about climate change.

Utilities interested in meeting

future demand need to make an

accurate appraisal of new

generation options given a state’s

political and regulatory climate.

While including an obligation to

consider environmental matters is

not a replacement for legislation

aimed directly at reducing

greenhouse gas emissions, it

could be an important starting

point.&
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